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a. Intermap LeafJet 36 Star 3i

Duplexer
• sends and
receives

CRT Display or .......
Digital Recorder

j Receive+.~

transmitted pu lse

•••

..................
bac kscattered pu lse
antenna

b. Typical active microwave system compo nents
Fi gure 9-1

a) A side-looking airborne radar (SLAR) call ed the Star 3i IFSAR (interferometric syntheti c aperture radar) is mounted underneath a LearJet 36 aircraft (courtesy Intcrmap Technologies. Inc.). b) The active microwave system components and flow
of energy through a Iypical SLAR. h consists of a pu lse-generating device. transmitter, duplexcr. an tenna, receiver, and a digita l recorder. Some system s have a quick-look CRT di sp lay to make sure data is being co ll ected. The I-m synthetic aperture
antenna shown can sy nthes ize an antenna hundreds of meters long.

more detailed history of radar development. see Leberl
(1990) and Henderson and Lewis ( 1998). The primary and
secondary advantages of RADAR remote se nsing are summarized in Table 9·2.

include synthetic apenure radars (SAR) that have improved
capabilities.

Sending and Receiving a Pulse of Microwave
Electromagnetic Energy· System Components

Active Microwave System
Components

Active microwave imagery is obtained using instruments
and principles that are different from those used when
acqu iring data in the visib le, near-, mid-, and thermal infrared portions of the spectrum using passive remote se nsing
techniques. Therefore, it is necessary to understand the
active microwave system components and how electromagnetic energy is sent, received, and recorded by the sensor
system before an analyst can accurately interpret a radar
image. The discussion is based initiall y on the system components and function s of a real aperture side-looking airborne radar (SLAR). The di sc ussion then expands to

A typical active microwave SLAR is shown mounted on an
aircraft in Figure 9- 1a. It consists of a pulse-generating
device, a transmitter, a duplexer that carefu ll y coordin ates
when the active microwave energy is transmitted and
received, an ante nn a, a receiver, a recording device such as a
hi gh·density digital tape recorder or hard disk. and typically
a CRT monitor so that the technician in the plane can make
sure radar imagery is actuall y being collected (Fig ure 9· 1b).
The radar can also be mounted onboard a sa telli ~e. The
pUlse-generating device sends a pulse of electromagnetic
energy at a specific wave length (frequency) to the transmitter. When in se nding mode, the duplexer then sends the
polarized pul se of energy through the antenn a toward the
Earth 's surface.
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Table 9-2.

Advantages of RADAR Remote Sensing of the Environment (after Leberl, 1990)

Advantages
Primary

-

~

Inem

Frequency (u)
InGHz

0,75 -1.18

40.0-26.5

K

1.19 - 1.67

26.5 - 18.0

K,.

1.67 - 2.4

18.0 - 12.5

X (3.0 and 3.2 em)

2.4- 3.8

12.5 - 8.0

C (7.5, 6.0 em)

3.9-7.5

8.0-4.0

S (8.0, 9.6,12.6 em)

7.5 -15.0

4.0-2.0

L (23.5, 24.0, 25.0 em)

15.0- 30.0

2.0 - 1.0

P (68.0 em)

30.0 - 100

1.0 - 0.3

(common wavelengths
shown In parentheses)

tK,. (0.86 cm)

• Synoptic views of Jarge areas, for mapping at I :25,000 to 1:400.000.
Satellite coverage of entire cloud-shrouded countries is possible.
w

RADAR Wavelengths and Frequencies Used in Active Microwave Remote Sensing Investigations

RADAR
Band Designations

• Active microwave energy penetrates clouds and serves as an allweather remote sensing system.

~

Table 9-3.

~

• Coverage can be obtained aI user-specified times, even at night.
• Permits imaging at shallow look angles, resulting in different perspectives that cannot always be obtained using aerial photography.

• Senses in wavelengths outside the visible and infrared regions of the
electromagnetic spectrum, providing information on surface roughness,
dielectric properties, and moisture coment.

Serondary

Wavelength (A)

• May penetrate vegetation, sand. and surface layers of snow.
• Has its own illumination, and the angle of illumination can be con~
trolled.
• Enables resolution to be independent of distance to the object, with
the size of a resolution cell being as small as I x I m.
_~

_"",H" _ _ _ "I

• Images can be produced from different types of polarized energy (HH,
HV, VV, VH).
• May operate simultaneously in several wavelengths (frequencies) and
thus has multi frequency potential.
• Can measure ocean wave properties, even from orbital altitudes.

1

• Can produce overlapping images suitable for stereoscopic viewing
and radargrammetry.
t • Supports interf; rometric operation using ~wo antennas for
1i

3~D map-

ping, and analysis of incident~angle signatures of objects.

Wavelength, Frequency and Pulse Length
The pulse of electromagnetic radiation sent out by the transmitter through the antenna is of a specific wavelength and
duration (Le. , it has a pulse length measured in microseconds, ~sec) . The wavelengths of energy most commonly
used in imaging radars are summarized in Table 9~3. The
wavelengths are much longer than visible, near-infrared,
mid-infrared, or thermal infrared energy used in other
remote sensing systems (Figure 9-2). Therefore, microwave
energy is usually measured in centimeters rather than
micrometers (Carver, 1988). The unusual names associated
with the radar wavelengths (e.g., K, K" 1<", X, C, S, L, and
P) are an artifact of the original secret work on radar remote
sensing when it was customary to use the alphabetic descriptor instead of the actual wavelength or frequency. These
descriptors are still used today in much of the radar scientific

literature. SIR-C and the NASA Jet Propulsion Lab suborbital AIRSAR radar operate in more than one frequency.
These systems produce multifrequeney radar imagery.
Table 9-3 and Figure 9-2 also provide the radar band designation in units of frequency measured in billions of cycles
per second (Gigahertz or GHz, 109 cycles sec- '). Earth
resource image analysts seem to grasp the concept of wavelength more readily than frequency, so the convention is to
describe a radar in terms of its wavelength. Conversely; engineers generally prefer to work in units of frequency because
as radiation passes through materials of different densities,
frequency remains constant while velocity and wavelength
change. Since wavelength (.:1,) and frequency (v) are
inversely related to the speed of light (e), it really does not
matter which unit of measurement is used as long as one
remembers the following relationships:

e

= AV

A

=

U

=

(9-1)

3x 10 8 m sec-I

v
3x 108 m sec- I

A

(9-2)

(9-3)

The following simple equation can be used to rapidly convert frequencies into units of radar wavelength:

, ..
30
1\ ID centimeters = u (in GHz)

(9-4)

•
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Microwave Bands
IOGH z
O.2 J.1 m

I
UV
Figure 9-2
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The wavelength and frequency of commonly used RADAR bands. RADAR antennas transmit and rece ive very long wavelength energy measured in centimeters. unlike the relatively short wavelength visible. ncar- infrared, midd le-infrared, and
thermal infrared regions measured in micrometers (after Carver, 1988).

Azimuth and Range Direction, Depression
Angle, Incident Angle, and Polarization
There are additional parameters that must be known about
the nature of the pulse of microwave energy that is sent by
the radar antenna to the terrain, including aircraft azimuth
direction, radar range or look direction. depression angle.
incident angle, and polarization. The following discussion is
based on the use of an airborne radar system, although the
principles are equall y applicable to satellite radar systems.
Azimuth Direction:ln a typical SLAR configuration the
antenna is mounted beneath and parallel to the aircraft fuselage (Figure 9-3). The aircraft travels in a straight line that is
called the azimuth flight direction. Pulses of active microwave electromagnetic energy illuminate strips of the terrain
at right angles (orthogonal) to the aircraft's direction of
travel, which is called the range or look direction. Figure 93 depicts an aircraft equipped with a SLAR system that is
illuminating the terrain on one side of the aircraft but not
beneath it. The pulses of energy sent out in the range direction only illuminate a certain part of the terrain. The terrain
illuminated nearest the aircraft in the line of sight is called
the near-range (Figure 9-3). The farthest point of terrain
illuminated by the pulse of energy is called the far-range.

Range Direction:The range or look direction for any
radar image is the direction of the radar illumination that is
at right angles to the direction the aircraft or spacecraft is
traveling. Look direction usually has a significant impact on
feature interpretation . The extent to which linear features are
enhanced or suppressed on the imagery depends significantly on their orientation relative to a given look direction
of radar illumination. Generally, objects that trend (or strike)
in a direction that is orthogonal (perpendicular) to the range
or look direction are enhanced much more than those objects
in the terrain that lie parallel to the look direction. Consequently, linear features that appear dark or are imperceptible

in a radar image using one look direction may appear bright
in another radar image with a different look direction. A
good example of this is demon strated in Figure 9-4 which
shows radar imagery of an area in Nigeria, West Africa, that
were obtained using two different look directions. Note how
certain terrain features are emphasized andlor deemphasized
in the two images.
Depression Angle:The depression angle (y) is the angle
between a horiz~al plane extending out from the aircraft
fuselage and the electromagnetic pulse of energy from the
antenna to a specific point on the ground (Figure 9-3). The
depression angle within a strip of illuminated terrain varies
from the near-range depression angle to the far-range
depression angle. The average depression angle of a radar
image is computed by selecting a point midway between the
near and far-range in the image strip. Summaries of radar
systems often only report the average depression angle.
Incident Angle:The illcidellt angle (8) is the angle
between the radar pulse of electromagnetic energy and a line
perpendicular to the Earth's surface where it makes contact.
When the terrain is flat, the incident angle (8) is the complement (8= 90 -1J of the depression angle (r). However, if the
terrain is sloped, there is no relationship between depression
ang le and incident angle. The incident angle best describes
the relationship between the radar beam and surface slope. A
schematic diagram of the relationship is shown in Figure 95. Many mathematical radar studies assume the terrain surface is flat (horizontal) therefore, the incident angle IS
assumed to be the complement of the depression angle.
Polarization: Unpolarized energy vibrates in all possible
directions perpendicular to the direction of travel. Radar
antennas send and receive polarized energy. This means that
the pulse of energy is filtered so that its electrical wave
vibrations are only in a single plane that is perpendicular to
the direction of travel. The pulse of electromagnetic energy
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Figure 9-3

Geometri c characteri stics of radar imagery acquired by a side- looking airborne radar (SLAR) through cloud
cover. All the nomenclature assu mes th at the terrain is flat.
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,, ---..: Inc ident an gle.

F igure 9-5

e

The relation ship helween radar incide nt an g le (8).
true vertical. and loca l slope ang le (a) for no n-leve l
terrain (a rter Hend erson and Lew is. 1998).

send vertically polarized energy and rece ive o nly
ve rti ca ll y polarized e nergy (des ig nated VV).
send hori zo ntal and receive horizontall y polari zed e nergy
(/-1/-1).
send hori zontal and receive ve rti call y pola ri zed ene rg y
(/-I V). or

X-band, HH polariza tion
F ig ure 9·4

t

look direc ti on

a) X-band image or lhc Kaduna Slate in Nigeria crcated by Oying cast-west and having the RADAR
loo k north . b) Thi s image was obtained by fl yi ng the
ai rcraft cast-west with the RADAR lookin g south.
Genera ll y. it is good practice to always ori ent a ra dar image so Ihal the look d irection is loward the
viewer. Th is causes the shadows to fall towa rd the
anal yst and keeps him or her from ex perienci ng

pscudoscopic illu sion (i.e .. topographi c in vers ion).

sent Oll t by the antenna may be vertically or 11Ori;,olllal/y
po/arizel/ as shown in Figure 9-6. The tran smitted pu lse of
e lec tromagnetic e nergy interacts with the terrain and so me
of it is backscaucrcd at the speed of light toward the aircraft
or spacecraft whe re it once agai n mu st pass throu gh a filler.
If the an te nn a accepts the backscauered energy, it is
reco rded . Various types of back scattered polari zed energy
may be recorded by the radar. Fo r example, it is poss ible to:

se nd ve rtical and receive ho ri zontall y polari zed energy
( V/-I).

HH and VV confi g uration s produ ce like-po/m'ized radar
image ry. H V and VH configurati o ns produce cross-pola rized

imagery. The abil ity to record differen t Iypes of polarized
energy from a reso lution element in the te rrain res ulL s in
valuable Eanh resource info rm ation in certain instances. For
cxampl e. Figurc 9-7 demon strates how a no rth ern Ari zo na
b",sa lL lava now is mu ch easier to de lineate in the HH polarization rcal aperture Ka- band radar image than in the HV
polari zati o n image acqu ired at the same lime. More wi ll be
said about how the terrai n interac ts with a pu lse of polarized
e lectrom agnet ic ene rgy in the secti o n on radar environmenlal co nsideration s.

Slant-Range versus Ground-Range RADAR Image
Geometry

Radar imagery has a differen t geome try than that produced
by 1110st co nventional re mote senso r systems. such as ca m-
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radar antenna
transmits vertically

-

vertical

polarized energy
toward the Earth

send

vertical
vertical
receive

filter

b.

backscattered verticall y
polarized energy from Earth
is received by the antenna
radar antenna
tran smits horizontally

HH

-

polarized energy
toward the Earth

c.

horizontal
send

horizontal
horizontal
receive

filter

d.

backscattered hori zontall y
polarized energy from Earth
is received by the antenna
Figure 9-6

a) VV - Polari zalion. T he radar antenna transmits verticall y polarized energy toward the terrai n. b) Some of the vertically
polarized energy is 110/ depolari zed by the terra in. A vertical filler in the anlenna allows onl y verticall y polarized energy backscattered from the terrain to be recorded. c) HH - Polari zation. The radar antenna transmits hori zontall y polarized energy
toward the terrain. d) Some of the horizontally polari zed energy is ,w/ depolarized by the terrain. A horizontal filter in the
antenna allow s onl y horizo ntally polarized energy backscattered from the terrain to be recorded.

eras, multispectral scanners or area-array detectors. Therefore, one must be very careful when attempting to make
radargrammetric measurements. First, uncorrected radar
imagery is displayed in what is called slant-range geometry,
i.e., it is based on the actu al distance from the radar to each
of the respective features in the scene. For example, in Figure 9-8 we see two fields, A and B, that are the same size in

the rea l world. One field is in the near-ran ge close to the aircraft and one is in the far-range. Field A in the near-range is
compressed much more than field B in the far-range in a

slant-range display (Ford et al.. 1980). It is possible to con-

vert lht:: s ian/-runge display (Srd) infomlation into the true

ground-range display (Gm) on th e x-axis so that features in
the scene are in their proper planimetric (x,y) position relative to one another in the final radar image. The following

equation. based on the Pythagorean theorem applied to a
ri ght triangle, transform s the slant-range distance. Sn!' at the
very beginning of field A to a corrected ground-range distance, C rrl , based on the trigonom etric relationship between
the altitude of the sensor above-ground datum (H) and the
other two sides of the right triangle, Sm and Gn!' shown in
Figure 9-8:
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Slant· Range Display
versus Ground·Range Display
depression
angles. y

Ground·range (distance) on corrected radar image
Figure 9·8

Uncorrected radar im ages have slant-range geo metry , where objects in the near-range are co mpressed
more than objects in the far-range. In thi s example.
fiel d A and B are the same s ize and have no local relief. The slant-range image di splay is a pl ane connecting the antenna at altitude H , with the farthe st
point in the far-range. When the comer of field A is

b. Ka-band . HV polari zat io n
Figure 9-7

nonh - - +

a) Ka- band. HH polarization rea l aperture radar im age of a cinder co ne and basalt lava flow in no rthcentral Arizona. b) Simultaneous ly obtained HV
po lari zation image w ith the same look direction.
The strong response of the lava fl ow in the direct return image (HH) and the weak return on the crosspo lari zed image (HV) indi cates thal the block y flow
is highly polarized . This is due to the direct reflec-

tion of bl ocks thal are large relat ive to the wavelength (courtesy of NASA: Carver. 1988).

5,,,- = /-I 2 + C,,, 1
:>

illum inated with a pul se of energy at a depress ion
angle of YA' it is projected o nto the slant-range displayas shown. The same thing occurs at the end of
field A and for both sides of field B. Thi s causes
fi e ld A to be co mpre ssed much more than field B in
the slant-range image di spl ay.

C,d

= /-I

J

. 12 - I
sm y

(9· 7)

[f we wanted to meas ure the true gro und-ran ge di stance
between two points in a radar image such as between points
I and 2 in fi eld A , we may use the following relationship
(Henderson and Lewis. 1998):

(9-8)
(9-5)

whi ch takes into account the altitude of the sensor, fI , and
the depression angle (y) to points I and 2 in the image.
(9-6)

It is also possi ble to transfo rm the slant-range di splay to a
ground -ran ge display using the relati onship between the
height of the antenna above the local ground level , /-I , and
the depress ion ang le (y) at the point of inte rest using the following equation (Ford et aI. , 1980):

These equations assume that the te rrain is Hat. It does not
correct for di stortion due to radar layover (foreshorte ning)
caused by topographic re lief (to be di scussed). Radar image
anal ysts should always inquire as to whether they are viewing radar imagery that has been converted from slant-range
to ground -range geometry. Most radar systems and data pro·
viders now provide the data in ground-range geometry.
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Computing Range Resolution
To determine the spatial resolution at any point in a radar
image. it is necessary to compute the resolution in two
dimensions: the range and azimuth resolutions. Radar is in
effect a ranging device that measures the distance to objects
in the terrain by means of sending out and receivirig pulses
of active microwave energy (Figure 9-9). The range res~ lu
tion in the across-track direction is proportional to the leng.th
of the microwave pulse. The shorter the pulse length, the
finer the range resolution. Pulse length is a function of the
speed of light (c) multiplied by the duration of the transmission (~) . The length of time that the microwave energy (e.g.,
L-band, 23.S cm) is actually transmitted is measured in
microseconds (10-6 sec) and typically ranges from 0.4 - 1.0
microsecond. This translates into a pulse length ranging
from 8 - 210 m. The pulse length must travel to the target
and back to the sensor. Therefore, it is necessary to divide by
2 to measure the slant-range resolution. To scale it to
ground-range, it is multiplied by the cosine of the depression
angle (y). Thus, the equation for computing the range resoIUlion becomes:
~·c

R =-,

2cosy

tmes in the radar imagery. However, houses 3 and 4 were
less than IS m apart; therefore, their two returns will overlap
and they wi II be percei ved by the anteooa as ooe broad
object. They will probably be difficult to resolve as individua1 houses in the radar image.
While the pulse length remains constant through the nearand far-range, the range res_olution varies linearly from the
near- to the far-range. For example, consider Figure 9-10
which depicts towers I and 2 that are 30 m apart in the nearrange and lOwers 3 and 4 that are 30 m apart in the far-range.
If we use Equation 9-9 to compute the range resolution in the
far-range with a depression angle of 40° and a pulse length
duration of transmission of 0.1 ~sec, the range resolution is:

2cos40°
0. 1 x
I sec ) x 300, 000, 000 m
(
1, 000, 000
sec
R, = -----=-2-x...,0c-:.:-;66c;-- - - 7
0.1 sec

(9-9)

One might ask, Why not select an extremely short pulse
length to obtain an extremely fine range resolution? The reason is that as the pulse length is shortened, so is the total
amount of energy that illuminates the target of interest. Soon
we would have such a weak backscattered return signal that
it would be of no value. Therefore, there is a trade-off
between shortening the pulse length to improve range resolution and having enough energy in the transmitted pulse to
receive a strong signal from the terrain, which is the heart of
microwave remote sensing.
The general rule is that signals reflected from two distinct
objects in the terrain (e.g. , two houses) can be resolved if
their respective range distances are separated by at least half
the pulse length. For example, consider Figure 9-9 in which
the terrain is being illuminated with a single pulse of micro.wave energy that lasts 10-7 seconds. This translates to a pulse
length of 30 m and therefore has a range resolution of IS m.
The fate of the single pulse of microwave energy is monitored for four brief time periods. At time n the pulse has not
impacted any homes yet. At time n+ J a portion of the pulse
has been reflected back toward the antenna while the remaining part of the pulse continues across-track_ By time n+2
homes 2, 3, and 4 have reflected a part of the incident microwave energy back to the antenoa. Because houses I and 2
were greater than IS m apart, they will appear as distinct fea-

R,

=

x 300, 000, 000 m

.:.1,-,0:..:0:..:0-'-,-'-ooo.:..;,----,==-s:..:e-=-c_ _
2 x 0.766
30 m

R, = I.S32
R, = 19.58 m.
Therefore, towers 3 and 4 in the far-range must be separated
by more than 19.58 m to resolve the individual towers on the
radar image. Because towers 3 and 4 are separated by 30 m,
it is possible to identify the individual towers. Conversely,
towers 1 and 2, located at a depression angle of 6So in the
near-range, would not be resolved because the range resolution in this area would be 3S.S m. The two towers would
probably appear as a single bright return.
Computing Azimuth Resolution
Thus far we have only identified the length in meters of an
active microwave resolution element at a specific depression
angle and pulse length in the range (across-track) direction.
To know both the length and width of the resolution element,
we must also compute the width of the resolution element in
the direction the craft is flying - the azimuth direction. Azimuth resolution (Ro ) is determined by computing the width
of the terrain strip that is illuminated by the radar beam. Real
aperture active microwave radars produce a lobe-shaped
beam similar to the one shown in Figure 9-11, which is nar-
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single pulse of

microwave energy
with a pulse length
of 10 .7 seconds

......

time

Il

far
range

near
range

30m

)

10m

lime n+ I

time n+2

2

3 4

time

234
Figure 9-9

The distance of an object (its range) from the aircraft antenna is detennined by the length of time required for the pulse of
microwave energy traveling at the speed of light to reach the object and be reflected back to the an tenna. Signa ls from houses
1 and 2 will arrive sooner than the signals returned from the two houses farther away (3 and 4). In this example. the 10 1
second pulse length equates to 30 m. The resolution across-track is equal to half the pulse length. in this case 15 m. Houses
1 and 2 will be resolved as distinct objects on the radar image. Two objects (houses 3 and 4) separated by less than half (he
radar pu lse length wi ll be perceived by the antenna as one broad object.
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depression angles (y)
of 40" and 6S"
pulse length (t)
= 0.1 x 10-6 sec

:t:
OJ
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distance between
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between towers 3\& 4
=30m
.

>

0

.0

«
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'E
:;;:

towers

I and 2

towers 3 and 4
are resolved

are not

resolved

Figure 9-10 Computing the range resolution at two different depres-

\

sion angles (40° and 65°) for
a real aperture radar with a
pulse length of O.! x 10" sec.
The towers can be resolved in
the far-range but not in the

I-

near-range
1997).

.1

Rr= 3S.5 m

rower in the near-range and spreads out in the far-range .

Basically, Ihe angular beam width is directly proportional to
the wavelength of the transmitled pulse of energy, i.e., the
longer the wavelength, the wider the beam width, and the
shorter the wavelength, the narrower the beam width. Therefore , in real aperture (brute force) radars a shorter wavelength pulse will result in improved azimuth resolution.
Unfortunately, the shorter the wavelength, the poorer the
atmospheric and vegetation penetration capability.
Fortunately, the beam width is also inversely proportional to
antenna length (L). This means th at the longer the radar
antenna, the narrower the beam width and the higher lhe azimuth resolution. The relationship between wavelength (A.)
and antenna length (L) is summarized in Equation 9-10,
whi c h ca n be lIsed to compute the azimuth resolution (Henderson and Lewis, 1998):

R{I :::;

L

(9- 10)

where S is the slant-range distance to the point of interest.
The equation can be used to compute the azimuth resolution
at any location between the near- and far-range. For example, co nsider the conditions shown in Figure 9-11 where the
near slant-range is 20 km and the far slant-range is 40 Ian.
Tanks I and 2 and tanks 3 and 4 are separated by 200 m. If

Sabins.

an X-band radar (3 em) is used with a SOO em antenna, then
Equation 9-10 can be used to com pule the near-range azimuth resolution:

R
a

= 20lanx3cm
SOO cm
20, 000 m X 0.03 m
Sm
600 m
Sm
Ra =120m.

The far-range azimuth resolution at the 40 km distance is :

R
S XA.

(after

a

Ra ;;;;

= 40km x3cm
SOO em
40, 000 m x 0.03 m
5m
1200 m
Sm

Ra = 240 m .
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Antenna
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Figure 9-11 Computing the azimuth resolution at two different slant-range
distances (20 and 40 km) for a
real aperture radar with an Xband wavelength of 3 em and a
500 em antenna. The tanks can
be resolved in the near-range but
nOl in the far-range.

/

• tanks I and 2 are resolved
• tanks 3 and 4 are not resolved

t

real aperture
radar beam width
Tanks I and 2 in the near-range would most likely be
resolved because the azimuth resolution at this slant-range
distance (120 m) is less than the distance between tanks I
and 2 (200 m). Conversely, tanks 3 and 4 in the far-range
would probably not be resolved, because at a slant-range distance of 40 km the azimuth resolution is 240 m, much
greater than the 200 m separating the tanks.
There is a trigonometric relationship between the slant-range
distance (S) and the depression angle (y) and the height of
the aircraft or spacecraft platform above the local datum, H :

the size is virtually unlimited in outer space!). Fortunately,
there are ways to electronically synthesize a longer antenna,
which is the heart of the synthetic aperture radar concept to
be discussed shortly.
While we have not yet defined how a synthetic aperture radar
(SAR) works, it is instructive to point out at this time a significant difference between the computation of the azimuth
resolution for a real apertUIe radar versus a synthetic aperture radar. The equation for the azimuth or along-track resolution for a point target in a synthetic aperture radar (SARa)
is:

S =

H
siny

- (9-11)
(9-13)

The equation for computing the azimuth resolution
becomes:

(9-12)

Ideally, one could build an extremely long antenna and place
it on an aircraft to achieve very high azimuth resolution.
Unfortunately, there is a practical limit (about 2 m) to the
size of antenna that can be mounted on an aircraft (although

where L is the antenna length. As Henderson and Lewis
(1998) point out,
This is one of the more incredible equations in the discipline of radar remote sensing. The omission of the slantrange distance (S) from the equation means that the azimuth resolution of a SAR system is independent of range
distance or sensor altitude. Theoretically, the spatial resolution in the azimuth direction from a SAR imaging
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system will be the same from an aircraft platform as it is
from a spacecraft. There is no other remote sen sing system with this capability'
Equation 9-1 3, however, is nOlthe only parameter that has an
impact in SAR data. The coherent nature of the SAR signal
produces speckle in the image. To remove the speckle, the
image is usually processed using several/oaks, i.e., an averaging takes place. For example, four looks (N) might be
averaged. This dramatically improves the interpretability of
the SAR image data. However, the azimuth resolution must
be adjusted by the equation:

depress ion angle. y. at B

Foreshortening

gradual
darker slope
incident angle, 8,
ar B

an·a·d~,.r~----~I.~~~~~~~~~:L~::~
;;

A

ground-range
(di stan ce)

B'

(9-14)

Layover

The SIR-C SAR had a 12 m antenna, which would yield a 6
m along-track resolution if Equation 9- 13 were used. However, the speckle in the SIR-C SAR data were processed
using N = 4 looks to improve the interpretability of the data.
Thus, the adjusted azimuth resolution is 24 m.

Note a and bare
reversed, causin g
the top of the
mountain (b)
to layover a

This di scussion first summarized how the range and azimuth
resolution are computed for specific locations within the real
aperture radar beam swath. Note that the resolution element
might have different dimensions, i.e., the range resolution
could be 10m and the azimuth resolution 20 m. Therefore,
because scale is constantly changing throughout a real aperture radar image, it is important to be careful when making
radargrammetric measurements over large regions. When
using such data, it is best to compute the range and azimuth
resolution for the major region you are interested in and then
make measurements. [f a new area is selected for study, then
new resolution measure ments should be computed before
area measurements are obtained.
RADAR Relief Displacement, Image Foreshortening,
Layover, Shadows, and Speckle

Geometric di stortidns exist in almost all radar imagery,
including (Ford et aI. , 1980): fores hortening, layover, and
shadowing. When the terrain is fiat, it is a straightforward
matter to use Equation 9-6 to convert a slant-range radar
image into a ground-range radar image that is planimetri cally correct in x,y. However. when trees, tall buildings, or
mountains are present in the scene, relief di splacement in the
radar image occurs. In radar relief di splacement, the horizontal displacement of an object in the image caused by the
object's elevation is in a direction toward the radar antenna
(Figure 9-12a). Because the radar image is fonned in the

A

B'

~;::-y/de;~~ iO" angle. y. al B

B'

A

C

Shadow

D

Figure 9-12 a) Radar roreshortening in the slant -range di splay.
Slope AR in the ground -range di ~ p[a y and ab in the
slant-range di splay are supposed to be equal as are
Be and be. Instead, slope ab is shorter and steeper
whil e slope be is more gradual and longer than it
should be. b) I mage layover of forcs lope AB in the
slant -range di splay (ba ) caused by the incident an gie
being smaller than the rorcslope angl e a+.
Slant-range a and b arc reversed. causing layover.
c ) A substantial shadow is produced at btl because
the backs lope angle (a-) is greater than the depression ang le (y) (after Ford ct al.. 1980).
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range (cross-track) direction, the higher the object, the closer
it is to the radar antenna, and therefore the sooner (in time) it
is detected on the radar image. This contrasts sharply with
relief displacement in optical aerial photography where the
relief displacement is radially outward from the principal
point (center) of a photograph. The elevation-induced distortions in radar imagery are referred to as foreshortening and
layover.
Foreshortening and Layover
Basically, all terrain that has a slope inclined toward the
radar will appear compressed or foreshortened relative to
slopes inclined away from the radar. The effect is illustrated
in Figure 9-l2a. The foreshortening factor, Fp is approximately:

depression angle and its 23° incident angle introduces
more foreshortening than the JERS-J radar with its 51 °
depression angle and 39° incident angle. Also consider the
foreshortened cinder cone in Arizona when recorded on a
radar

image

vers\}s

a conventional

vertical

aerial

photograph (Figure 9-13c,d).
location of objects in the across-track range: Features in
the near-range portion of the swath are generally
fun:shOitened more than identical features in the far-range.
Foreshortening causes features to appear to have steeper
slopes than they actually have in nature in the near-range
of the radar image and to have shallower slopes than they
actually have in the far-range of the image (Campbell,
1996).

For example, consider the relatively low relief mountain in
Figure 9-l2a. It is perfectly symmetrical with the distance
from AB' and B'C being equal when plotted in the groundrange (Le., on a quality planimetric map). A single pulse of
microwave energy illuminating the terrain will first encounter the base of the mountain (A) and record it in the slantrange image at a. Because the top of the mountain (B)
extends above the terrain and is relatively close to the
antenna, it is recorded at h. The base of the mountain at C is
recorded at c in the slant-range display. The higher the object
above the terrain, the more foreshortening that will take
place. In this case, the radar image will have a very bright
short foreslope and a darker backslope. It would be difficult

Image layover is an extreme case of image foreshortening. IL
occurs when the incident angle (0) is smaller than the foreslope (a'), i.e., 0< a+. This concept is illustrated in Figure 912b. In this case, the mountain has so much relief that the
summit (B) backscatters energy toward the antenna before
the pulse of energy even reaches the base of the mountain
(A). Remember that in terms of planimetric distance from
the nadir point directly beneath the aircraft, the base of the
mountain (A) is much closer than the summit (B), as documented by the ground-range distance display. However,
because the mountai n summit (B) reflects the incident
microwave energy sooner than the base of the mountain (A),
the summit (b) in the slant-range radar image actually lays
over (hence the terminology) the base of the mountain
recorded on the radar image at a. Once again, the summit of
the mountain (a) is significantly displaced from its true
planimetric position. This distortion cannot be corrected
even when the surface topography is known. Great care must
be exercised when interpreting radar images of mountainous
areas where the thresholds for image layover exist. The
bright white ridges in Figure 9-14 represent severe SIR-C Lband (HH) radar layover in the San Gabriel Mountains just
east of Los Angeles, CA.

to make a map of mountainous features using this radar
image because the top of the mountain. even though it was

Shadows

F

f

= sin(O - a)

(9-15)

where the incident angle 0 is the angle between the vertical
plane at nadir and a line that links the imaging radar antenna
to a feature on the ground, and a is the slope angle of the surface. Alpha is positive (a') where the slope is inclined
toward the radar (foreslope), and negative (al where the
slope is inclined away from it (backslope).

not very high, is displaced from its true ground-range planimetric position in the radar image, i.e., ab does not equal bc.
Foreshortening is influenced by the following factors :
object height: The greater the height of the object above
local datum, the greater the foreshortening.
depression angle (or incident angle): The greater the
depression angle (yj or smaller the incident angle (0), the
greater the foreshortening. A good example is found in
Figure 9-13a,b where the ERS-l sensor with its large 67°

Shadows in radar images can enhance the geomorphology
and texture of the terrain. Shadows can also obscure the most
important features in a radar image. such as the information
behind tall buildings or land use in deep valleys. If certain
conditions are met, any feature protruding above the local
datum can cause the incident pulse of microwave energy to
reflect all of its energy on the foreslope of the object and produce a black shadow for the backslope. A backslope is in
radar shadow when its angle (al is steeper than the depression angle (y), i.e. , a- > y (Figure 9-l2c). If the backslope

30 1

a.

C-ba nd ERS-J

depression angle = 6T
in cide nt a ng le = 23

b.

c.

F ig ure 9-13

X-band

J.

look direction

L-band J ERS-J
depression angl e = 5 1
in cid ent angle = 39°

0

0

d.

look di rection

!

Aerial photog raph

a) The C-band ERS - I image o f the White Mountains ex hibit s substa nti al fores horte ning du e 10 th e satellit e
SAR's small incide nt ang le (coUl1esy A laska SA R Faci lit y: © 1992, Europea n Space Agency). b) The L-band

JERS-l image with a large r incident ang le has signifi ca ntl y less image fores honenin g (courtesy Alaska SA R
Fac ilit y; © NASDA). c) X-ba nd aircra ft sy nth etic aperture radar (S AR ) im age of a c inde r cone in Ari zona. The
shape of the ba sica ll y cy lindrical cinde r co ne is di storted in the slan t-ran ge look directi on. appearing morc ellipti ca l in shapc {h an it does in th e aeri al photograph. Foreshort e nin g (relief di splacemc nt toward the rada r ante rma ) occu rs in the near- range. The re is also a dark shadow under the rim o f the c rater at the top o f the co nc.
d) Vcn ica l panc hromatic aeria l photograph of SP Moun tain , AZ (courtesy of Eric Kasischke, ERIM Int ern ati o nal , Inc.).
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Unlike aerial photography, where light may be scattered
into the shadow area and then recorded on film , there is no
information within the radar shadow area. It is black.
Two terrain features (e.g., mountains) with identical
heights and fore- and backslopes may be recorded with
entirely different shadows, depending upon where they are
in the across-track. A feature that casts an extensi ve
shadow in the far-range might have its backslope
completely illuminated in thc ncar-rangc.
Radar shadows occur only in the cross-track dimension.
Therefore, the orientation of shadows in a radar image
provides information about the look direction and the
location of the near- and far-range.

L-band SIR-C (HH )
July 20, 1995

look direction

Figure 9-14 L-band SIR-C (HH ) image of the San Gabriel
Mountains and a portio n o f the city o f Pasadena.
Extensive layover is found in the mountainous t er~
rain, causing the ridge lines to be di spl aced toward
the antenna (courtesy NASA Jet Propul sion Lab).

equals the depression angl e (a - = y) , then the backslope is
just barel y illuminated by the incident energy. This is called
grazing illumination because the radar pulse just grazes the
backslope. The backslope is full y illuminated wh en it is less
than the depression angle ( a - < y).
Figure 9- 12c demonstrates how a large shadow from a relatively steep backslope might be produced. In thi s case, we
have a backslope of approximately 85' (a- = 85 ' ) and a
depression an gle of 45 ' (y = 45 ' ). Because the backslope is
greater than the depression angle, we expect thi s area to be
in shadow. In fact, thi s is the case with the terrain surface
BCD in the ground-range being in complete shadow in the
slant-range radar image di splay (bd). In the ground-range
di splay the di stance from the summit at B to the back base of
the mountain at C is relatively short. But in the slant-range
radar image, bd is very long. This particular radar image
would also experience image foreshortening (but not layover
because A is recorded by the antenna before B) and have a
very bright return from the foreslope.
Some important characteristics of radar shadows are:

Shadows in radar imagery are valuable when evaluating geomorphic characteristics. Radar shadows often function like
low Sun-angle photography, enhancing lineaments and other
geologic conditions. Terrain information such as topographic height, slope, etc., can be used to configure radar
overflights or, purchase radar data that have the most appropriate depression angles and near- and far-range characteristics to emphasize terrain shadows.
Speckle

Speckle is a grainy salt-and-pepper pattern in radar imagery
(Figure 9-15) that is present due to the coherent nature of the
radar wave, which causes random constructive and destructive interference, and hence random bright and dark areas in
a radar image. The speckle can be reduced by processing
separate portions of an aperture and recombining these portion s so that interference does not occur (Kasischke et aI.,
1984). As previously mentioned, thi s process, called multiple looks or noncoherent integration, produces a more pleasing appearance, and in some cases may aid in interpretation
of the image but at a cost of degraded resolution. For example, consider the radar imagery in Figure 9-15 which was
processed using I-look, 4-looks, and 16-looks. Most interpreters would prefer working with the 4- or 16-look imagery.

Synthetic Aperture Radar Systems

A major advance in radar remote sensing has been the
improvement in azimuth resolution through the development
of synthetic aperture radar (SAR) systems. Remember, in a
real aperture radar system that the size of the antenna (L) is
inversely proportional to the size of the angular beam width
(Equation 9-10). Therefore, great improvement in azimuth
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reso lution could be reali zed if a longer antenna we re used.
Engi nee rs have developed procedures to sYlIlhesize a very
lon g an tenna electronicaJly. Like a brute force or rea! aperture radar, a synthet ic aperture radar al so uses a relati ve ly
small antenn a (e.g., I m; refer to Figure 9-1) thm send s out a
relatively broad beam perpend icular to the aircraft. The
major difference is that a greater number of additional beams
are se nt toward the object. Doppler princ iples are then used
to monitor the returns from all these additi onal microwave
pulses to sy nthes ize the azi muth resolution to become one
very narrow beam.
The Doppler prillciple states that the frequency (pitch) of a
so und changes if the li ste ne r andlor source are in motion rel ative to o ne another. For exa mpl e, an approaching train
whi stl e will have an increasingly hi gher frequency pitch as it
approaches. Thi s pitch will be hi ghest when it is directl y perpendicul ar to the listener (receiver). This is called the point
of zero Do ppler. As the train passes by, its pitch will
decrease in frequ ency in propo rti o n to the di stance it is from
the listener (receiver). This principle is applicabl e to all harmo nic wave moti on, including the microwaves used in radar
systems.
Figure 9-16 dep icts the Doppler frequency shift due to the
re lative mo ti on of a terrain object at times 11, 11+ /, 11+2, 11+3,
and n+4 through the radar beams due to the forward mo tio n
of the aircraft. The Doppler freq uency diagram reveal s that
the frequency of the energy pul se returning fro m the target
increases from a minimum at time 11 to a max imum at point
11+3. normal (a t a right angle) to the aircraft. Then , as the target recedes from 11+3 to 11+4, the frequency decreases.

C.

Figure 9- 15

16-loo k radar image

Radar speckle reduction lI sing multiple-look techniques (courtesy of Eric Kasischkc, ERIM Internati onal. Illc.).

How is a sy nthe tic apert ure image actually produced? A lon g
antenna can be sy nthesized usin g a short anten na by taking
advantage of th e aircraft 's moti o n and th e Do ppler princ iple.
It is assumed that the terrain is stable and not mov ing. h is
also assumed that the object of interest remain s a fi xed di sta nce away fro m the aircraft 's Hi ghtline. As the aircraft Hi es
along a straight line, a short antenna send s o ut a series of
microwave pulses at regular intervals (J ense n et a l. . 1977).
As an object (blac k dot) ente rs the antenna 's beam ( Figure 916a), it bac kscatters a portion of the pulse it receives toward
the antenn a. At some point in the aircraft 's path the object
will be an integral number of microwave wave lengths away;
between those points it will not be. For exampl e, in (a) we
see that the objec t is first 9 wavelengths away, then 8 (b),
then 7 (c), then 6.5 (d), at whic h poin t the object is at a 'righ t
angle to the antenna, i.e., the sho rtest di stance and area o f
zero Doppler shift. From then o n the di stance between the
aircraft and the o bject will be increasing, i.e" perhaps 7
wave lengths away at locati on (e). The antenna receives the
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A long antenna can be synthesized by 'l short antenna (e.g., 1 m long) by taking advantage of the aircraft's motion
and Doppler principles. As the craft fli es along a straight line, a mounted short real antenna sends out a seri es of
pulses at regular intervals. Each pulse consists of a train of coherent microwaves. AltllOugh the length of the pulses
detennines the resolution across the track, it is the wavelength of the micro~avc radiati on that determines the resolution alo ng the track. As an object (black dot) enters the antenna 's beam (a), it reflects a portion of the pul ses it
receives back toward the antenna. At some point in the aircraft 's path the object is an integral number of microwave
wavelengths away; between these points it will not be. For example, in the illustration the object is first 9 wavelengths away at a , then 8 at h, then 7 at c, then 6.S at d, where the object is at right angles to lhe antenna. From
the n on, the crest is increasing its distance from the object, e .g., point e. The antenna receives the series of reflected
waves and electronically combines them with a train of reference wavelengths (not shown), causing the two seri es
of oscillations to interfere . The interference signal emerges as a voltage that controls the brightness of a spot scanning across a cathode-ray tube. At the times that a returned pul se coincides with a reference pulse, the interference
is constructive; the voltage will be high and the moving spot will be bright. At the times th~t the phase of the returned wavelength does not coincide with the phase of the reference frequency the interference is destructive; the
voltage will be low and the moving spot will be dim. T he moving spot thus traces out a series of light and dark
dashes of unequal length that are recorded on a strip of data film moving at a velocity proportional to the velocity
of the aircraft (after Jensen et aI., 1977; Kasischke et aI., 1984).
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series of reflected waves (gray lines in illustrations a - e) and
electronically combines them with a train of reference wavelengths (not shown), causing the two series of oscillations to
interfere. The interference signal emerges as a voltage that

controls the brightness of a spot scanning across the screen
of a cathode-ray tube. When the returned pulse coincides

optics utilized. It is also possible to use SAR digital correLatioll techniques to record and process the amplitude and
phase history of the radar returns. Digital correlation does
not produce an intermediate radar film. The digital process is
computation intensive. Major advantages of digital correlation include the ability to I) perform both radiometric and

with a reference pulse. the interference is constructive; the

geometric corrections rapidly during onboard processing

voltage will be high and the moving spot will be bright.
When the phase of the returned wavelength does not coincide with the phase of the reference frequency, the interfer-

(good for emergencies such as oil spills, floods, fires, etc.),
2) telemeter the processed radar data directly to the ground
to support real-time decision making, and/or 3) store the digitall y processed SAR data on high-density digital tapes
(HOOTs) for subsequent digital processing on the ground.
Many of the commercial (e.g., Intemnap Star 3i) and government SARs (e.g., RADARSAT) use digital SAR correlation
techniques.

ence is destructive; the voltage will be low and the moving

spot will be dim or dark. The moving spot thus tracks out a
series of light and dark dashes of unequal length that are
recorded on a strip of data film moving at a velocity proportional to the velocity of the aircraft. The series of opaque and
transparent dashes on the film are actually a one-dimensional interference pattern; the film on which they are
recorded is a radar hologram.

The Radar Equation
The following discussion provides additional quantitative

When the developed hologram is illuminated by a source of
coherent light (Figure 9-17a), each transparent dash functions as a separate source of coherent light. Below the hologram there will be a single point where the resulting light
waves all constructively interfere. In this example, the 9th
wavelength of light (thick curved lines) from the transparent
dash created by the 9th microwave will meet the 8th wavelength of light (regular lines) from the transparent dash created by the 8th microwave, and both will meet the 7th
wavelength of light (thin curves) from the transparent dash
created by the 7th microwave and so on (only the 9th, 8th,
and 7th patterns are shown in this example for clarity). At
that one point, light from the entire length of the interference
pattern is focused to form a miniature image of the original
object. Figure 9-17b demonstrates how the holographic

information about the radar signal. A radar image is a two-

dimensional representation of the power (or voltage)
retumed to the radar from a specific area on the ground presented as a picture element (pixel). This returned power is
usually quantized to a radiometric scale of 256 values (8
bits) for presentation on image processing systems (Leberl,
1990). RADARSAT is quanti zed to 11 bits. To understand
how to interpret radar images, we should understand the
nature of the power scattered back toward the radar antenna.

In the most simple case, this can be stated verbally as suggested by Moore (1983):
Powl!r ) " ( Power per unit) x ( Effective scaucring )
( rccei\'oo
area at target
area of the targct
Spreading loss of) ( Effective antenna)
x ( reradiatcd signal ) x rece iving arca

image is reconstructed and recorded on film. After process-

ing the negative film to become a positive print, the radar
image is ready for analysis.
The record of Doppler frequency enables the target to be
resolved on the image Glm as though it was observed with an
an tenna of length L, as shown ill Figun: 9-18 (Leberl, 1990;

where the P9wer per unit area at the receiver is the energy

scattered back from the terrain - backscatter. The spreading loss occurs because the signal starts from the backscattering point source on the ground (e.g. , a large rock) and
spreads out in all directions, so that the power per unit area
is less at a greater distance than it would be near the scat-

Sabins, 1997). This synthetically lengthened antenna pro-

terer. Therefore, the strength of the backscatter toward the

duces the effect of a very narrow beam with con stant width

receiver is a product of the power per unit area illuminating

in the azimuth direction, shown by the shaded area in Figure
9-18. For both real and synthetic aperture systems, range resolution is detemnined by pulse length and depression angle.
Generally, synthetic aperture images are higher in azimuth

and then the retransmission of thi s wave back toward the
receiving antenna. The actual size of the receiving antenna
also makes a difference.

the target, times the effective scattering area of the target,

resolution than real aperture radars.

The fundamental radar equation is derived by combining
The aforementioned method is often called synthetic aperture radar optical correlation because of all the precision

these word quantities to create the mathematical ex pression

(Moore, 1983; Kasischke et aI., 1984):

,
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etc.
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b.
radar data fil m

Radar ho logram

with interfere nce

of poim source

patterns

Radar image
of poin t source

Figure 9- 17

a) W hen the developed ho logra m is illuminated by laser coherent li ght , each tran sparent dash acts as a se parate source of coherent light. Below the ho logram there is a single po int where the resulting li ght waves all constructi ve ly interfere. Here the
9th wavelength of li ght frol11 the transparent das h created by the 91h miCrOWi.IVe will meet the 8th wavelength of light from
the tran sparent dash created by the 8th microwave, and both will meet wit h the 7th wave length of li ght from the tran sparent
dash creat ed by the 71h mi crowave. AI that one po in t li ght from the entire length of the interferen ce patt ern is rocllsed to form
a miniature image of the orig in al object. b) As the data film is ad va nced through the beam o f laser light , the rcconslnlctcd
image is recorded on another movi ng strip or film . Because the data film is ho lographic on ly in the along-track coordinate.
the images in the across-track coordinate mu st be focus ed w ith a cy lindri cal lens (after Jensen et al.. 1977).
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Figure 9-18 A sy nthetic antenna of length L is produced by opti ca ll y or digitally processing the phase hi stories of microwave radar retu rn s
sent und rece ived by a real antenna of length D se nt at times II, The sy ntheti c aperture radar has a ran ge resoluti on that is upproximately equal 10 half the pulse lengt h, Note how the az imuth reso lution remai ns consta nt from the near-range to the farrange (after Sabins. 1997).

PI ' GI

' (J '

Ar

(9- 16)

( 41t )2. R4

where Pr is power received, P, is the power transmitted
toward the target, G , is the gain o f the antenna in the direction o f the target, R is the range di stance from th e tran smitter
10 Lht: Largt:1, 0 is the effecti ve backscatter area of the target

focused down lO an angu lar beam width by the antenna so

that the flu x becomes higher by a factor [31 of G, over a
spherically ex panding wave [4 [. The focused ene rgy illumi·
nates an area o n the ground th at has a cross-sectio n of (J [S I.
The radar CfVss-seCl ion is defined as the equivalent of a perfect ly reftecting area that reft ects isotrop ically (spherically ).
The energy back scattered from the ground once again spher-

(often called the radar cross-section), andA, is the area of th e

icall y ex pands from the source [6J. Finally, the recei ving

receiving antenna. This equati on can be broken down into
seven parts for even more clarity:

antenna area (Ar) intercepts a portion of the ren ected wave

I
I
P, = P,'G,' - - . " . - - ·A
41lR2

I = 2

3

4

5

and records it [7 [.

41lR2

'

Most radars use the same antennas fo r tran smitting (A,) and
rece iving (A,). Consequentl y,t he gain factors of the antennas
may be combined using the relationship between gai n and

6

7

receiving aperture as (Moore, 1983):

(9- 17)

The powerrecei ved [ 11 by the radar system, P~ is a function
of a pulse of elec tromagneti c energy, P, [21, that has been

G = G, = G, =

(9- 18)
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where A is the wavelength (or frequency) of the radar syste m. Substituting thi s value in Eq uati on 9- 16 or 9-17 results
in a modi fi ed radar equation (Carver et aI., 1985):

~

P
,

p .C

2

0 .

1. 2

--,' ---,,---;( 471 )3. R 4

(9- 19)

Thus, we find that the radar eq uati on can be viewed as a
product of system parameters and othe r environmental terra in parameters that produce the backscatter cross-seclio n,
0' . Because the system parameters are we ll known , their
e ffects are typically removed from the radar images, i.e., the
system parameters may be set to unity ( I).
It is the effects of terrain on the radar sig nallhm we are most
interest.ed in, Le., the amount of radar cross-section, cr,
reflected back to the receiver, per unit area (A ) on the ground.
This is called the radar backscatter coefficienl (0 ") and is
co mputed as:
(9-20)

where

0'

RADAR Environmental
Considerations

is the radar cross-section. The radar backscatter

coeffic ient detel11lines the percentage of electromagnetic
energy reflected back to the radar from within a resolution
cell, e.g., 10 x 10 m. The ac tual 0 " for a surface depends o n
a num ber of terrain parameters, like geo metry, surface
ro ughn ess, moi sture content, and the radar system parameters (wavelength , depression angle , polarization; Leber! ,
1990). 0 " is a dimensionless quantity characteri stic of the
scattering behavior of all the e lements contained in a given
ground cell. Because 0 ° can vary over several orders of magnitude, it is expressed as a logarithm with unit s of decibels
(d B) that usually range from -5 to +40 dB.
The total radar cross-sec tion of an area (A) o n the ground
therefore becomes (o"A), and the fina l fOI11l of the radar
eq uation for an area-extensive target becomes (Henderson
and Lewis, 1998):

(9-21 )

A digital SAR image is created that consists of a two-dimensional array (matrix) of picture elements (pixels) with the
inte nsity (called the brightness) of each pixel proportional to
the power of the mic rowave pulse re Hected back from the
corresponding ground cell (Waring et aI. , 1995). The
reflected radar sig nal is proporti onal to the backscattering
coeffi cient (0 ') of a given ground cell.

Having defined the radar backscatter coefficient, 0 °, as a
qu antitati ve measure of the intensity of energy returned to
the radar antenn a from a specific area on the surface of the
Earth. it is important to identify the environmental parameters within the resolution cell o n the ground that are responsible for backscatte ring the incident e nergy.

Surface Roughness Characteristics

Surface roug hne ss is the terrain property that strongly influences the strength of the radar backscatter. When interpretin g aerial photog raphy, we often use the termi nology
"rough" (coarse), "i ntel11led iate," or "smooth" (fine) to
describe the surface texture characteri stics (refer to Chapter
5). It is possible to extend this analogy to the interpretation
of radar imagery if we keep in mind that th e surface roughness we are talking about may be e nvisioned at the microscale, mesoscale, and/or macroscale.

Microscale surface roughness is usuall y measured in ce nti meters (i.e., the height of stones, size of leaves, or length of
branches in a tree) and n Ol in hundreds o r thousands of
meters as w ith topographic relief or mo untains. The amount
of microwave e nergy backscattered toward the sensor based
o n microscale components is a function of the relationship
between the wavelength of the inc ident microwave energy
(A), the depressio n angle (y), and the local height of objects
(h in c m) found within the resolution cell being illuminated.
We may use the modified Rayleigh criteria to predict what
the Earth 's s urface will look like in a radar image if we know
the micro scale surface roughne ss characteri sti cs and the
radar system parameters (A,y,h) mentioned (Peake and
Olive r, 1971 ). For example, o ne wou ld expect that an area
with smooth suiface roughness would send back very little
backscaner toward the anlenna, i. e., it acts like a specu lar
reflecting surface, where most of the energy bounces off the
terrain away from the antenna (Figure 9- 19a). The small
amount of backscattered energy returned to the ante nn a is
recorded and show s up as a dark area on the rad ar image.
The quantitative expression of thi s smooth criteria is:

A

h <2- 5
· .
slO Y

(9-22)

To illustrate we will compute what the local he ig ht (h) of
objec ts (e.g., grass and rocks in this example) must be in
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y =45"
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0.96 cm
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a. Relative ly smooth surface
with little backscatter - a
specular reflector

b. Intermediate surface
roughness with moderate
backscatter

I

h >0.96cm

c. Rough surface with
diffuse backscatter
Figure 9-19

Expected surface roughness backscatter from terra in ill uminated with 3 em wavelength mi crowave energy. a)
With a depression angle of 45 · and a local relief of < 0.1 7 em, the terrain represents a relative ly smooth surface
and sho uld produce very litt le backscaner toward the sensor. This specular reflector will appear dark o n the radar
image. b ) Local relief from 0.17 - 0.96 em represe nts intermediate surface roug hness and should produce a medium gray response on the radar image. c) When the loca l surface roughness reli ef is > 0.96 em, a rough surface
exists that will produce very diffuse back scatter. Thi s diffu se reflector will produce a bri ght return o n the radar
image due to the large amount of microwave energy reflected back toward the antenna.
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order to produce a smoolh (dark) radar return when an Xband (A = 3.0 em) radar is used with a depression ang le (y)
of 45° (Figure 9-19a). SubslilUling Ih ese values into Equalion 9-22 yields:

II <

I

3cm
25 sln45 °

< 25 x 0.7071 I

II < 0.17 em.

A bright relUm is expected if Ihe fo ll ow ing modified Rayleigh rough criteria are used:
(9-23)

4.4 s1OY

Substituting the same wavelength and depre ss ion ang le into
Ihis equati on yields:

I1 >

3cm
.
0
4.4 slO45

3cm
I1 > :;-;"":i':",,;-;-;4.4 x 0.707 11

II > 0.96 em.
Therefore, if the unifor:.mly distributed rock s in the resolution (;~II had a local relief of > 0.96 em (Figure 9- 19c), the n
a strong return from the terrai n would be expec ted and
wou ld be recorded as a bright tone in the radar image.
If the terrain were composed of rock s with local re li ef
between 0. 17 and 0.96 cm, il would be considered 10 have an
imermediale swiace roughness for this combinat ion of
wavelength and depres sion ang le and wou ld produce an
intermediate tone of g ray on the radar image.
It is important to remember that the radar backscatter is
dependent on the waveleng th and the depress ion angle. For

Aircraft

Aircraft

K.-band

X-band

A= 0.86 em
Y= 45'

A= 3 em

y =45'

Seasat
L-band
A= 23.5 em
Y= 70'

Smooth, (.; 111

h < 0 .048

h < 0. 17

h<l.00

Intermediale. elll

h = 0.048
100.276

h = 0.17
10

0.96

h = 1.00
10 5.68

h > 0.276

h > 0.96

h > 5.68

Rough , em

This means that a resolUlion cell unifonn ly filled wilh dry
grass Ihal has a surface hcighl of < 0. 17 em should produce
relative ly lillie radar backscaller and will therefore be
recorded on the radar image in a dark lOne.

A
h > --.-.

Mod iti cd Rayleigh Surface Roughness Criteria for
Threc DitTc rcnt Radar Systc ms at Two Different Depression Angles

Surface
Roughness
Category

3cm

1

Table 9-4.

examp le, consider Table 9-4 where Ihe modified Rayleigh
criteria are computed for three different radar wavelengths
(A = 0.86, 3.0, and 23 .5 cm) at two different depressio n
ang les (y = 45° and 70°). Terra in with a local relief of 0.5 cm
would appear very bright on the Ka-band imagery and as an
intermediate shade of gray on the X-band imagery. In thi s
case the only parameter changed was the wave length . If we
changed both Ihe wavelenglh and Ihe depress ion angle 10 be
Ihat of the Seasat SA R (Tab le 9-4), we see Ih al.lhe same 0.5
cm local relief wou ld produce a smooth (dark) retu rn in th is
L-band imagery. The signillcance of thi s relationship is that
the same terrain wi ll appear different ly in radar imagery as a
function of the sensor's depression angle and wavelength
(Henderson and Xia. 1998). Therefore, il is difficu h 10 create
"radar image interpretation key s" of selected phenomena.
A n analy st mu st constantly keep thi s in mind when interpreting radar imagery. Later we w ill see that aircraft or spacecraft look-direction al so impacts the backscattered energy.
The incident radar energy may al so be scattered according to
both mesoscale and macroscale slilface roughness criteria
(Hende rso n and Lewis, 1998). As mentioned, the microscale
roughness is a function of the size of leaves, twigs, and per·
haps branches within an ind ivid ual resolution cell. Conve rsely, mesosc<lle surface roughness would be a function of
the characteristics within numerous re sol uti on cell s, perhaps
covering the entire forest canopy. Based o n this logic, we
wou ld expect forest canopies to generall y show up with a
more coarse texture than grasslands when recorded in the
same image at the same depre ss ion ang le and wave leng th.
Finall y, macroscale roughness wo uld be influenced great ly
by how the enlire foreS! canopy is silUaled o n the hi llside.
Macroscale roughness is significantl y influenced by the
topographic slope and aspec t of the terrain with the existence
or abse nce of shadows playing a very important role in creat ing image surface roughness.

